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Three books readers are describing as a return to "true, old-school horror."Three books readers are describing as a return to "true, old-school horror."

"One of the most exciting writers to burst upon the scene in quite some time!" - Brian Keene, 2014 World Horror"One of the most exciting writers to burst upon the scene in quite some time!" - Brian Keene, 2014 World Horror
Grand MasterGrand Master

This anthology includes the first three terrifying tales written by best-selling author Dan Padavona. Nearly 600This anthology includes the first three terrifying tales written by best-selling author Dan Padavona. Nearly 600

pages of chills and thrills. Here is what you get:pages of chills and thrills. Here is what you get:

Dark Vanishings: Episode OneDark Vanishings: Episode One

Finalist for 2016 e-Festival of Words Horror Book of the YearFinalist for 2016 e-Festival of Words Horror Book of the Year

What would you do if almost everyone on earth disappeared? Where would you go? What choices would you make?

On a May afternoon, people awaken to find themselves alone in their towns, their neighbors mysteriously vanished.

A teenage girl harboring a horrible secret flees across the country from a deranged stalker. A Florida man moves into

a luxurious amusement park resort, where he meets a beautiful woman. But they are not alone in the resort. 
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In a lost world where rules no longer exist, the remaining survivors struggle to stay alive, trying to unravel the

mystery of the world's disappearance.

Do you like "The Stand", "The Wheel of Time", and "Carrie"?

Then you will love Dark Vanishings! 

Storberry: Vampire HorrorStorberry: Vampire Horror

#1 best-selling Horror/Occult novel in May 2016#1 best-selling Horror/Occult novel in May 2016

Haunted by childhood demons, Evan Moran returns to Virginia to find a greater evil threatens his hometown.

Teenager Jen Barrows is frightened by the strange noises coming from her garage crawlspace after nightfall, despite

the assurances of friend Tom Kingsley that there is nothing to fear.

When a strange storm cripples the town's communication systems, something hideous stalks the people of

Storberry. Tom and Jen align themselves with Evan and a tiny group of survivors, who suspect the horrible truth

behind the evil loose in the night. Together they must overcome personal tragedy and find a way to survive until

sunrise.

In the darkest pit of night, before the faintest strip of bloody red is on the horizon, it seems the sun will never again

rise in Storberry. 

The IslandThe Island

A man and his son lost at sea take refuge on an uncharted island. As they struggle to find a way back to civilization,

they discover disturbing sights: colossal webs that stretch across whole sections of jungle canopy, lack of insect life,

and within a strange cave, an undiscovered, terrifying breed of spider. If spiders unsettle you, this story will have you

squirming through the finale. 

Treman MillsTreman Mills

Hurrying to get home before dark, Rachel and Charlie take a shortcut through the dangerous section of Treman

Mills, a town where five brutal, unsolved murders have occurred in the last year. When the Black Thorns gang

catches them on the wrong side of town, Rachel and Charlie flee into an abandoned building. But they are not alone

in the darkness. 

One Autumn in Kane GroveOne Autumn in Kane Grove

Someone is stalking the dark passages of Kane Grove University and murdering its women. When the murdered

disappear from their graves, some of the students whisper the word, “vampire”. Is something supernatural

responsible for the grisly killings? Short and sweet, this foreboding tale has a chilling ending. Read it with the lights

low. 
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